We explore in depth several techniques for detecting the Z+1+ mass spectrum coming from W+ W+ scattering at a hadron collider.
Introduction
The importance of the like-sign dilepton spectrum as a means of detecting strong scattering of longitudinally polarized W+'s has been frequently discussed, as has the necessity of overcoming the background from production of transversely polarized W+'S!'-~] Efficient techniques for suppressing the transverse polarization background were established in Refs. [4] and [5] , and complementary work has recently appeared in Ref. [6] . In particular, in Refs. [4] and [5] it was found that anti-tagging against energetic jets produced in association with the like-sign leptons was very effective in discriminating against events containing transversely polarized W+'s in the final state, while at the same time allowing retention of most events in which both W+'s are produced with longitudinal polarization.
Altogether, these techniques allow observation of a longitudinal polarization signal larger than or comparable in magnitude to that predicted in the SM computation in the case of mp = 1 TeV, provided the only background is that from events in which one or both of the W+'s are transversely polarized.
However, in Ref. [5] t i was found that additional cuts are needed in order to adequately suppress the background from ttproduction events in which one obtains like-sign leptons from the chain t + b W+, W+ + Z+v, and t + b jets, 5 + E~+Y.*
One possible procedure involving the tagging of a single jet was developed in Ref. [5] . Here, we explore in greater depth this technique, including tfg final states, and also a possible alternative employing a requirement of lepton isolation. O;r conclusion is that either of the procedures we shall discuss will almost certainly enable one to severely suppress the t&induced backgrounds while retaining the bulk of the events in which longitudinally polarized W+'s are produced. We also include a discussion of the sensitivity of background and signal event rates to distribution function and renormalization scale choices, as well as event rate dependence on machine energy. We conclude with remarks on the utility of our cuts for confirming Standard Model expectations for the W+W+ spectrum if the Higgs boson is light, and for detecting the longitudinal-polarization signal in the purely leptonic decay modes of the W+W-, 22, and W*Z final states.
Definition of the Signal
Before proceeding, it is important to define more exactly what constitutes the signal for strong W+W+ scattering. Since strong interactions in the EWSB sector (due, e.g., to a large Higgs boson mass, 2 1 TeV) are the primary source of events in which both gauge bosons in the final state are longitudinally polarized, the ideal would be to simply isolate the cross section for the production of longitudinally polarized W+'s. However, in the Z+vZ+v final state, an experimental extraction of the separate polarizations of the final state W+'s is not actually possible. The only truly observable cross section is that deriving from the sum over all polarizations at the matrix element level. Thus, the only experimentally meaningful procedure is to define the 'signal' (S) as the difference between the full cross section computed for m40 = 1 TeV and that computed for m+o = 50 GeV. In other words, the signal is defined as the excess cross section which arises from choosing a large Higgs mass compared to that predicted for a small Higgs mass. The rn4o = 50 GeV cross section will be termed the 'background' (B). I n our notation, B includes only the O("ieak ) diagrams; the contributions from gluon exchange diagrams will be given separately, and are independent of Higgs mass.
It is useful to discuss more explicitly how S and B are related to the cross sections for production of transversely and longitudinally polarized W+'s. In the past (in particular in Ref. [5] ), we have casually and somewhat incorrectly denoted the low-H&s-mass cross section as a(TT), T re erring to transverse polarizations. f In fact, there are two things wrong with this notation. First, this notation implies that the density matrix is diagonal, something that is only true if azimuthal angles for the W+ decay products are integrated over. When strong cuts are imposed on the leptons into which the W+'s decay, azimuthal angle integrals tend to be rather incomplete; we have verified that off-diagonal terms in the density matrix become significant for the cuts we employ. Second, it is not true that the cross section at low Higgs mass derives entirely from transverse modes. This is most easily discussed using cuts ('theorists cuts' in the language of Ref.
[S]) on the W+'s, and not on the leptons into which they decay; for such cuts, the azimuthal integrals are complete and diagonal notation is appropriate.
If cuts are imposed on the outgoing W+'s requiring them to have large W+W+ pair invariant mass and small rapidity, the LT modes are suppressed relative to the TT modes at all Higgs masses, but they cannot be neglected! Not surprisingly, therefore, when cuts are imposed on the directly observable leptons, rather than on the W+'s, we find that diagonal and off-diagonal density matrix LT combinations are not entirely insignificant.
However, within the accuracy of our computations we have found that they are independent of Higgs mass. In particular, if we compute the theoretically definable cross section obtained when only L polarizations are allowed for the two final W+'s, a(LL), we find that o(S) II a(LL) for all choices of cuts. Thus, the LL polarization component provides the bulk of the signal cross section, and it will be useful to plot distributions for just the LL component in illustrating contrasts to those for the light-Higgs-mass background. Numerical results in this section will be presented for the SSC energy of fi = 40 TeV. We used a = l/128 and sin2 8w = 0.22. Results are insensitive to the precise values chosen for mw and mz; we used the values given by the above sin2 8w choice. For the quark and gluon distributions our 'standard' choice will be the BCDMS fit of the HMRS collaboration (HMRS(B))." The HMRS(B) fit yields Am = 0.19 GeV (4 flavors); for consistency, we used, this same Am value in evaluating the running strong coupling constant. The best choice of scale at which to evaluate the distribution functions and gs can only be determined when higher order correction calculations are available. In Ref. [6] it is argued that, for the true W+W+ signal and background, momentum scales of order mw are appropriate.
In particular, they employ the scale Q2 = i(&jl + &j2) + m&.
(1)
In this paper, for most of our results we choose to compute all reactions using momentum transfer equal to the subprocess energy scale, Q2 = & This latter is a conservative choice in that it enhances the tt backgrounds, proportional to the gg distribution function luminosity, relative to the signal, which is proportional to theandluminosities. However, for subprocess energies above 1 TeV, the HMRS(B) distribution function program uses the distributions obtained at 1 TeV. Since a large percentage of our cross sections correspond to such subprocess energies, in practice our programs do not fully implement the conservative momentum transfer scale.
Later in this paper, we will explore, to some extent, the sensitivity to the above choices. In particular, we shall compare the HMRS(B) results to those obtained for the updated EHLQ setF8] for both Q2 = 9 and Q2 as in Eq. (1). We shall see that all these combinations lead to signal and background cross sections that are fairly similar to those to be presented in this section for HMRS(B) and Q2 = i. For the Q2 = i choice, we expect that higher order corrections to the subprocesses involved in our calculations will be positive, but they probably do not exceed 30-40%.
Other points in our analysis to note include the following. Final state parton jets are coalesced when they are separated by AR < 0.5, prior to performing the cuts involving jets to be discussed below. Except where noted, our computations for the tt and tfg backgrounds employ rnt = 200 GeV. This choice was made since, for the tagged jet cut to be discussed later, the top-induced backgrounds are largest for large mt, and since mt = 200 GeV is near the upper limit allowed by the experimental limit of Ap 2 0.01 for corrections to the Standard Model tree-level result of p = m&/(m$ cos2 ew) = lI"l Sensitivity to mt will be discussed where appropriate.
Finally, it turns out that, for the cuts we employ, the t&induced backgrounds are very sensitive to the precise b and c quark masses employed.
The bulk of our numerical results are for ?-I-Lb = 5.2 GeV and m, = 1.5 GeV.
This first choice is conservative in the sense that the lepton spectrum from & + cvl+ decay is fairly hard and the tt backgrounds pass the lepton cuts discussed below with comparative ease. Alternative choices for mb and m, can be obtained from a fit,"'] to CLEO data for B decay lepton spectra using the model of Altarelli et al '11' In this model, a B meson decays by first splitting into a spectator quark . . and a free b quark, which then decays semileptonically.
The invariant mass of the decaying b quark is determined by the B mass and the spectator quark momentum (assumed to have a gaussian distribution, with width given by CY = PF/&). Fits to the lepton spectrum from CLEO data"" yield m, = 1680 f 80 f 40 MeV and PF = 300 f 70 f 40 MeV. We have incorporated these results into our analysis by subtracting PF from the B meson mass to obtain mb = 4.98 GeV, and by taking mc = 1.68 GeV directly from the fit. The comparisons below indicate that, because of the larger size of m,/mb for this fit, the lepton spectrum from b decay is softer and the t&induced backgrounds smaller than for our first case choices. Thus, as we shall see below, cuts which successfully reduce the background for our conservative mass choices are more than sufficient if the values used for mb and m, are taken from the fit to CLEO data.
Let us review the results of Ref. [5] . Th e o b servable parton-level particles for the purely leptonic decay modes of the W+W+ pair are the charged leptons (we consider 1 = e, cl) and the two spectator jets. One detects the presence of a heavy Higgs through an excess of like-sign lepton pairs over a large interval of their pair invariant mass Ml1 in comparison to the number expected were the Higgs light. As already noted, our standard of comparison will be the number of events expected if m40 = 50 GeV. The cuts of Ref. [5] were designed to maximize the enhancement in the Ml/ spectrum due to a heavy Higgs boson. With regard to the final leptons, in addition to Mll and the transverse momenta magnitudes and rapidities of the individual leptons (pb and YJ respectively), two particularly useful variables were defined:
In events for which lyll < 3.5 for both leptons, the scattering of longitudinally polarized vector bosons tends to produce events where the &'s are large, where the two leptons are nearly back to back ("11 near -l), and for which 6~; is large. In contrast, at low Higgs mass one finds a significant number of events with zll not near -1 and with small a& values. An examination of the distributions showed that the following lepton cuts are a good choice for enhancing S/B: Ml1 > 300 GeV, lyll < 3.5, pk > 75 GeV, zll < -0.8, a& > 200 GeV.
The sequential impact of these and other cuts to be discussed shortly is displayed in Table 1 . From row 1 and column 1 of Table 1 it follows that the best obtainable rate for the signal (i.e. the excess number of events as defined in Sec. 2) is about 12 events per SSC year* in I+ = e+,p+ channels, and that is before we impose * We aSSume a yearly integrated luminosity of L = 10 fb-'. any other background suppressing cuts! (In fact lepton charge determination may require a more stringent yl cut. However, the bottom line rates are not that much affected by this more stringent lepton rapidity cut; see Ref. [5] .) As mentioned earlier, to within our Monte Carlo errors, of these 12 events essentially all can be associated with the LL polarization choice. There is no statistically significant indication of an increase with Higgs mass in the sum of diagonal and off-diagonal density matrix terms involving mixed L an T pc arization 3. I S B g-exch.
Ml1 > 300, lyrl < 3. Turning next to the jets produced in association with the Z+Z+ pair, a number of options will be considered. First, let us define pFaxY5 as the transverse momentum of the associated jet (after coalescence) with largest pi that lies in the region Iyl < 5. (In the case of the W+W+ events, there are only two spectator jets to be considered, while for the tf and tfg backgrounds there are four and five jets in the final state, respectively.) Second, we can consider the number and location of 'observable' energetic jets, defined as jets with m 2 30 GeV and Iyl < 5. We define ARjl, the minimum separation between any such energetic jet and either I+. We also define nj as the number of such energetic jets. A very effective means for enhancing the longitudinally polarized W+ cross section contributions was found in
Ref. [5] to be anti-tagging via the requirement that pFuy5 < 125 GeV (in addition to the lepton cuts of Eq. (3)). Th e results of imposing such a cut are given in Table 1 . We see that while this additional cut achieves a good S/B ratio, it is still not sufficient to make the S cross section dominant over the ti backgrounds. Even requiring that the energetic jets satisfy
(the parenthetical numbers in the table) does not much improve the situation. Thus, we must find additional cuts designed to remove the tf backgrounds while retaining the bulk of the signal events.
The Tagged-Jet Mzin Cut Procedure
In ref.
(51 the tf backg round was dealt with by explicitly tagging at least one of the spectator jets. The tagging and cut procedure developed there was as follows.
Having imposed the lepton cuts of Eq. (3) and the pFaxv5 < 125 GeV cut, we require that energetic jets obey the cuts of Eq. (4) and that at least one final state jet has Iyl < 5 and 30 < pi < 125 GeV. Such a jet is termed a tagged jet. We compute N,';L" = Minj,lMjl, (5) where Mjl is the invariant mass of a given tagged spectator jet-lepton combination, and the minimization is to be performed over both leptons and over any spectator jet satisfying the tagging criterion. (Because of Eq. (4) An obvious question, however, arises at this point. Certainly, a substantial number of tt events occur in which there is at least one associated relatively hard gluon produced in the final state. Since such a gluon would not come from either t decay, it need not combine with one of the l+'s to yield MjTin < mt. Thus, an important question is the extent to which such a final state gluon would destroy the effectiveness of the MJyin cut. In order to address this issue, we generated tfg events (using the exact matrix element of Ref. [12] ) in which the gluon is hard enough to pass our basic tagging requirement, i.e. we generated events with $,-> 30 GeV. We th en subjected these events to precisely the same analysis as discussed above for the signal and tf background. The resulting M,Tin distribution is also displayed in Fig. 1 . We see that the bulk of the tfg distribution is still in the region Mj~ _ min < 200 GeV. The reason is that most of the final state gluons tend to prefer to be collinear with the t's. Nonetheless, the MFin >, distribution for the tfg final state does indeed have a longer tail at high My' than does that for tf. However, the other cuts, especially the nj 5 2 cut of Eq. (4), keep the overall level of the cross section sufficiently small. Consequently the M,Tin cut is also effective in removing the tfg background; the cross section surviving the MjTin > 200 GeV cut (and preceding cuts) is N 1.7 f b. To estimate the t&related background we will follow the procedure of simply adding* the tf and tfg backgrounds computed as above. We find that our net t&related background after the MJyin cut is about 1.3 events at L = 10 fb-', compared to the purely electroweak event rates of S = 6.4 and B = 1.9 events.
Of course, altering the values of the b and c quark masses affects the Mj';in distributions for the tfand tfg backgrounds. We have compared mb, m, = 5.2,1.5 GeV to the choices mb,mc = 4.98,1.63 GeV. Keeping mt = 200 GeV we find that the overall normalization of the MJy distribution for the tf background is roughly a factor of 2.5 smaller for the latter masses, and that the tail at large M,? is slightly steeper. The net result is that the cross section for My > 200 GeV is significantly smaller (0.11 fb) than that obtained for the mb,m, = 5.2,1.5 GeV case (0.85 fb).
Sensitivity of the MT;' cut procedure to the top quark mass is also an important question. If the top mass is significantly less than 200 GeV, the Mp cut at 200 GeV becomes increasingly effective. For instance, for mt = 150 GeV the tf background is larger after imposing just the lepton and pFaxT5 cuts, but we were unable to generate any events that passed the MJTin 2 200 GeV cut. In the case of the tfg background, events with Mj, min > 200 GeV do occur, but they yield _ a slightly smaller cross section than in the mt = 200 GeV case. (The increased number of tfg events before cuts is compensated by increased difficulty in passing the cuts in such a way that all the entries in the last column of Table 1 are slightly smaller for mt = 150 GeV.) H owever, should the top quark mass turn out to be significantly larger than 200 GeV, an Mjl min cut threshold of 200 GeV is not necessarily adequate. For instance, if mt = 250 GeV and we follow precisely the previously outlined procedure, we find that the tT background yields a cross section of N 6.7 femtobarns after requiring Mjl min > 200 GeV, to be compared with _ the 0.85 fb appearing in Table 1 (row 4). Raising the cut threshold to 240 GeV reduces the background in this case to below 1 fb, but in so doing N 1 fb of the 13 fb signal is sacrificed.
Another question regarding the Mzin procedure concerns the exact fraction of signal events retained after the Mjl min > 200 GeV cut. Minimum-bias structure and _ initial/final state radiated jets in the typical signal event could alter the efficiencies computed here. The exact efficiency can only be established once experiments begin operation at the SSC. In particular, extra gluons radiated in association with W+W+ production (in addition to the automatically-present two spectator quark jets) might have sufficient pi and appropriate Iyl to be tagged some significant fraction of the time, and of those tagged some might yield MF values above 200 GeV. Since the two true spectator jets that we wish to single out for the Mzin procedure generally have large rapidity, and thus very large overall energy, a further cut either on the total jet energy or of the type lyjl 2 3 (but lyjl < 5 still) for the tagged jet(s) might be considered as a means to avoid any tail to the Mj";i" distribution from this source. However, this would cause a depletion of the signal rate. Avoiding this possible problem by raising the #$ jet-tagging threshold would also result in some signal rate depletion. We have not pursued either option in this paper. 
In the case of the W+W+ S signal and B background the Z+'s are nearly always isolated from the spectator jets, and the number of events with a non-zero value Of Egz&25 is extremely small. In contrast, the collinear nature of 8 + CVZ+ decay (when pb is required to be large) implies that the c will always be quite close to the l+. In fact, for the tf and tfg backgrounds all but roughly 0.01% of the cross section has the c within AR = 0.1 of the I+, and all events have the c within AR = 0.2. (Indeed, the only reason for considering a cone as large as AR = 0.25 is that hadronization, detector granularity and other such effects are likely to spread the parton-level energy out somewhat. An isolation cone of size 0.25 seems sufficiently conservative to account for such effects.) Since Egrz,.25 is always 2 Echarm, the vast bulk of the tf and tig cross sections will come from events with large EgR",O 25 values. As a result, a requirement that Efi"j& 25 be smaller than some appropriately chosen value is likely to virtually eliminate the tf backgrounds while retaining almost all the signal.
There are, however, several complications that must be incorporated into a [I31 semi-realistic analysis.
First, there are the effects due to bottom quark hadronization, and to decay and hadronization of the charm quark jet. Second, the imperfect detector resolution results in some smearing of the energy deposited in the 0.25 cone. Some of the time the measured energy in the cone will be substantially smaller than that actually deposited. A full assessment of these effects requires a Monte Carlo treatment and is beyond the scope of this paper. We will approximately simulate the combination of such effects by smearing the parton level value Of Ezj&). 25 according to a Gaussian distribution with width given by
where GeV units are employed and the two components of the resolution are to be added in quadrature. Detector resolution alone would lead to a value of A = 0.5.* Our expectation is that the effective value of A that will emerge from a Monte Carlo treatment will lie in the range between 0.5 and 1. We will present results primarily for A = 0.5, but A = 1 and A = 2 will also be considered. Clearly, if the smearing yields a Ezj&.25 distribution that extends to too low a value (e.g. of order the energy expected in a AR = 0.25 cone from minimum bias, event structure and pileup -estimated to be of order 1.5 GeV on average at c = 1O33 cmD2 sec-1[151) then a cut on Eg& 25 will not be implementable in practice, since a large fraction of the W+W+ signal events would also be eliminated. Our quantitative analysis can now be described in detail. We generated signal and background events subject to the lepton cuts of Eq. (3) and the anti-tagging * Such a resolution is typical of that being considered for SSC detectors; see, for example, the SDC LOI.'"'
PT mu'5 < 125 GeV cut. The energetic jet cuts of Eq. (4) were not imposed in the following lepton isolation analysis, and no specific jet tag was required. For the W+W+ S signal and B background, essentially the entire cross section has Emax N 0 in our parton level Monte Carlo. Some sample distributions for the tt%%~~~d backgrounds as a function of the smeared value of E~~?io 25 are plot ted in Fig. 2. In part a) we compare the tf and tfg EgF=o.25 distributions after including A = 0.5 cone-energy smearing, for the mass choices of mt = 200 GeV, mb = 5.2 GeV, and m, = 1.5 GeV. This comparison exemplifies the typical result that the tfg background, generated subject to & 2 30 GeV, is as easily overcome using lepton isolation as is the tf background. Of course, larger cross sections (with very similar shape as a function of E~~=o.25) result if the p"T cutoff is lowered. However, as noted earlier, even for & 2 30 GeV, simply adding the tfg gluon result to that for tf is almost certainly double counting to some extent. The tfg cross section obtained for pT _ ' > 30 GeV is very similar in size to the tZ cross section (before any other cuts), and adding the two cross sections together would amount to an effective K factor of order 2, already unreasonably large. In a more rigorous higher order computation, we should subtract from the tfg subprocess a (cut-dependent) component which goes into defining the tf process at the next order in oys.
In part b) of Fig. 2 we compare (for the same b and c mass choices) results for the ti background before any smearing, and after smearing using A = 0.5, A = 1 and A = 2. From this comparison we see that resolution/hadronization smearing is certainly an important effect, and, if extremely large, could severely limit the effectiveness of an isolation cut. Consider first the optimistic A = 0.5 results. Without smearing, an E$&-,25 < 10 GeV cut would completely eliminate the tf and t fg backgrounds.
After smearing, it is clear that this cut must be reduced to E:&. 25 =S 8 GeV in order to virtually eliminate these backgrounds. Results for such a cut are given in the bottom row of Table l.* We reemphasize that the tfg cross section appearing in the table is that obtained for p& 2 30 GeV. Even if we grossly overestimate the tfg contribution by lowering the gluon cutoff to p$ 2 10 GeV, we still find that the EEF=-, 25 5 8 GeV cut leaves us with 2 0.1 fh of cross section (compared to the 0.02 fb for flT 130 GeV)! In any case, the 8 GeV Cut on E~~=o.25 is still comfortably above the 1.5 GeV average that one expects to find in a AR = 0.25 cone from minimum bias event structure and pile-up. Since at the parton level the S, B and g-exchange process cross sections are confined to very small ~E~~~o.25 values, adding minimum bias/pile-up structure to every event * Increasing the Ebb!,,,, cut to 9 GeV would not actually be a problem, since summing the tt and tfg cross sections in the 8 -9 GeV bin yields 6 .21 fb. t Recall that Ebb=,,,, is always greater than or equal to the charm quark energy, so that allowing a softer gluon decreases E,"j!&,,, only to the extent that a softer charm quark distribution results. We have found that altering the gluon cutoff does not greatly alter the momentum distribution of the charm quark.
will not significantly deplete the associated event rates obtained after the ~?Z~~=s~~s cut.
Consider now the larger values of A = 1 and A = 2. If A = 1 is an appropriate choice for effectively simulating the net result of the various sources of smearing, Fig. 2 shows that the tail to the E~~z0.25 distribution has much larger cross sections at low E~~x0.25 values. Nonetheless, a cut of E~R",O.zS 5 8 GeV still leaves a net tt background cross section of only about 1.3 fb. The tfg result is similar, and the net tf + tfg background remains comfortably below the signal level of 17 fb given in Table 1 . However, should A F 2 be appropriate there is no E~J& 25 cut that would adequately reduce the t&induced background to an acceptable level. Until full Monte Carlo simulations of lepton isolation in energetic &jet decay (that include the requirement that the lepton has a very large fraction of the b momentum) are performed, the effective value of A will not be known. Nor will it be known if non-gaussian tails arise. However, we are optimistic that the appropriate A value will not turn out to be significantly larger than A = 0.5, and will lie below A = 1. In the ensuing plots and discussion, we will consider A = 0.5. In Fig. 3 we plot Eg$Y0.25 distributions for the tt background in several other A = 0.5 cases. First, in a) we compare ml = 200 GeV results for the mb = 5.2, m, = 1.5 GeV and mb = 4.98, m, = 1.68 GeV mass choices -as discussed earlier? the latter are designed to conform to a more realistic fit of the lepton spectrum m B meson decay. We see that the tf background can be eliminated by an even less restrictive Ez;2"=o.25 cut in the case of the latter masses. This is easily understood.
Since n&-/n&b is larger for these latter mass choices, the fraction of energy carried by the hadronic charm jet in b decay is larger than for the 5.2,1.5 GeV mass choices. An 1+ of given energy from b decay thus has a significantly more energetic associated charm jet on average. We have also explored the effectiveness of an 
Summary of SSC Results
To summarize, it is clear that the it4p and Eg$Lo.25 procedures are quite comparable in the end. Although, as seen by comparing the last two rows of Table  1 , the purely electroweak S/B ratio for the W+W+ pair processes is not quite as favorable when no. MT;' cut is employed, the t&induced backgrounds must be The signal to background ratio may actually be improved, with relatively small sacrifice of signal, by choosing a rapidity cut on the leptons of lyl] < 2.5, rather than the 3.5 employed in our tables. For example, after the E~~co.25 cut procedure we obtain S = 16 fb and B = 5.6 fb in place of the S = 17 fb and B = 7.1 fb appearing in Table 1 (recall that W+ + I+v branching ratios are not included in these cross sections). (The g-exchange cross section exhibits a percentage decrease intermediate between that found for S and B.) However, it turns out that the integrated luminosity required to achieve NSD = 4 is almost identical for the jyl] < 3.5 and ]yl] 2 2.5 cuts. Certainly, further decreasing the ]yl] cut does not appear to be useful. First, it leads to significant loss of signal rate. Moreover, our results show that after the MJTin cut the B background actually decreases less rapidly than the signal as the rapidity cut is narrowed below 2.5. If the isolation cut is employed, all of the backgrounds do continue to decrease slightly more rapidly than the signal S, but, at a given integrated luminosity, NSD is always worse for a rapidity cut less than 2.5 than for a rapidity cut between 2.5 and 3.5. For instance, because of the loss of signal events for a ]yl] 5 1.5 cut, to achieve NSD 1 4 after combining the Z+Z+ and l-lchannels would require about L = 40 fb-l if the isolation cut is employed.
Sensitivity of SSC Results to Distribution F'unctions and Scale Choice
In this section, we present numerical results in the format of Table 1 for the signal S, background B, and gluon exchange, for three alternative distribution function and momentum transfer scale choices:
HMRS(B) distributions
and the momentum transfer scale choice of Ref. [6] The results for these three choices are indicated in order in Table 2 , following the format of Table 1 . Other possible distribution function choices, for which we do not give explicit numerical results, include the HMRS(E) set obtained by the HMRS collaboration from a fit employing EMC data, which yields results somewhat smaller than those for the HMRS(B) set, and the Duke-Owens distribution functions (employed in our earlier work, Ref. [5] ) that yield signal and background cross sections that are quite similar to those obtained for the HMRS(B) set. cut I S I B I g-exch.
Ml1 > 300, lyrl < 3. Table 2 shows that there are differences between the results obtained using different distribution functions and momentum transfer scale choices. For EHLQ distribution functions and either Q2 = S or Q2 as given in Eq. (1) (the 2nd and 3rd numbers in the triplets of Table 2 ), the overall levels of the signal and irreducible W+W+ backgrounds after various cuts are quite comparable to those obtained in Table 1 of the previous section for the HMRS(B) distributions and Q2 = 3. However, for HMRS(B) t s ructure functions and Q2 of Eq. (1) (the 1st number in the triplets), the background remaining after cuts is significantly larger than for the other three cases, while the signal is significantly smaller -smaller, in fact, than the background. This is, of course, related to the detailed way in which the HMRS(B) d is ri u t b t ions change as a function of Q2 in the relevant range of 2. The different behavior of signal and background as the choice for Q2 is varied between d and Eq. (1) is a result of the fact that the i and spectator pi values for the LL polarization component are significantly smaller than those for the background (which derives from transverse polarization modes). Clearly, computation of higher order corrections to the subprocesses considered and improved knowledge of quark distribution functions (that will be forth coming from HERA) will both help to reduce the uncertainties illustrated in Table 2 . For now, it is sufficient to note that all choices considered above predict a similar signal event rate, but that the background could be larger than for our standard choices of HMR.S(B) distribution functions and Q2 = i. This would imply that somewhat larger integrated luminosity, than that estimated in the previous section, would be required to achieve NSD = 4 at the SSC.
Signal and Background
Results for the LHC and Eloisatron
It is, of course, of interest to know how our results change as the machine energy is altered. We have considered two machine energies in addition to that of the SSC: the LHC at fi = 16 TeV, and the Eloisatron with hypothetical energy of fi = 200 TeV. In Table 3 we give results for all three machine energies following the general format of Table 1 , except that we quote event rates for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb-' (the canonical yearly luminosity for an instantaneous luminosity of L = 1O33 cm-2sec-1).
We also omit the gluon-exchange and tfg backgrounds. We employ the same distribution functions and scale choice (HMRS (B) and Q2 = i) as in Table 1 . Event rates are quoted in the order of increasing machine energy: LHC, SSC, Eloisatron.
These results indicate that the LHC will have great difficulty with this type of signal. For instance, after the E~~zo 25 < 8 GeV cut, the LHC yields only about 1 signal event per year vs. a background of about 0.6 events. Even if the accumulated luminosity is assumed to be a factor of ten larger, i.e. 100 fb-', detection of the like-sign signal for a 1 TeV SM Higgs boson appears hopeless. Indeed, the LHC at L = 100 fb-' yields only a slightly larger value of NSD (Eq. (8)) than does the SSC with L = 10 fb -l. As stated earlier, we estimate that at least L = 20 fb-' is required at the SSC for detection of the like-sign dilepton Standard Model 1 TeV Higgs signal, while at the LHC about 190 fb-' would be required (where in both cases we assume that the EmaX LlrR=-, 25 procedure is employed and we sum Z+1+ and I-Z-channels). Of course, the Eloisatron event rates for 10 fb-' in the like-sign channel are even larger than for the SSC, e.g. by a factor of about 13 for both the signal and background after the EgrTo.25 < 8 GeV cut. Thus, the Eloisatron energy choice yields an increase of event rate that would be appropriate for a worthwhile successor to the SSC; it would be capable of accumulating enough events after several years of running to allow an actual measurement of the Ml1 
Discussion and Conclusions
We conclude with a variety of remarks. First, we emphasize that either our originally proposed MJTin cut procedure or an isolation cut can be effectively employed to eliminate t&induced backgrounds to the like-sign dilepton signal for the strong scattering of longitudinally polarized W+'s, as conservatively typified by the SM for a Higgs mass of 1 TeV. The principal remaining concern is simply that of event rate. In the Z+Z+ channel, something like 6.5 to 8.5 (depending upon whether Mj';i" or isolation is employed) signal (S) events per SSC year (and about one-third this many in the Z-Z-channel) survive the cuts for L = 10 fb-'.
It is clear that running at higher luminosity in order to enhance the event rate would be highly desirable. To obtain a statistical significance of NSD = 4 we have estimated in Sec. 3 that about L = 30 fb-' or L = 20 fb-' accumulated luminosity is required, for the Mj';'" and E:&. 25 P rocedures respectively, if Z+Z+ and Z-Z-events are summed. The MjTin cut procedure should be quite robust against the effects of pileup because of the energetic jet tag involved. The lepton isolation cut must be approached a bit more cautiously, as pileup events might create a significant tail at large Ef;tr=o.25 for the signal events -events in this tail would then be lost if a stringent E~$'!L~.~~ cut is imposed. Other concerns include the true efficiency of the Mtin cut for the signal events, and the appropriate resolution/hadronization 11 smearing for the charm quark jet in the E~~&25 procedure. We are optimistic that a full detector simulation and Monte Carlo study which includes initial state radiation and hadronization will justify our expectations that the Ml? cut will remain highly efficient for signal events, and that the effective smearing resolution will not be dramatically worse than the basic 50%/a resolution typically expected for an SSC detector.
Second, concerning backgrounds, we remark that there is an additional background that we have not computed, but that we believe should be eliminated by precisely the same cuts that we have discussed for the t&induced background. The process is qg + qtb (to which graphs involving W+g -+ tb subgraphs contribute, for instance), followed by t + W+b and 6 + cZ+v. The uncut cross section for this process becomes comparable to that for gg + tf for top quark masses somewhat above 200 GeV. The full sequence of cuts considered here should be very effective in suppressing this background. In particular, the W+g fusion graphs produce a spectator quark that is similar in kinematic distribution to the spectator quarks for the g-exchange and pure electroweak W+W+ backgrounds, and thus they will be strongly suppressed already by the pFaxj5 < 125 GeV cut. A further Ez$o.25 cut should be just as effective in discriminating against the 5 semi-leptonic virtual decay as in the tf case studied in this paper. The MJp cut requires a bit of discussion in view of the fact that the spectator quark of this new background can combine with one of the Z+'s to yield fairly large Mjl values. However, along with the Mi';' cut we always impose as well the nj < 3 cut, see Eq. (4). An event in which a large Mjl value is possible because the spectator jet is visible has a high probability of having nj = 3, since in general the the b and E jets will also be visible. Thus, we believe that the Ml7 cut in combination with the energetic jet cuts of Eq. (4) will be highly effective in eliminating this additional background, especially in view of the fact that it will already be suppressed by the pFaxy5 cut.
Another important point concerns the possibility that a light Higgs boson is found at the SSC or, earlier, at LEP or LEP-200. If this were to occur, an important goal at the SSC would be the measurement of the W+W+ scattering amplitude in the TeV region via the Z+Z+ signal as a check of Standard Model predictions.
One of the best ways to test the SM prediction for this channel if mgo is small will be to sequentially impose certain of the cuts discussed here. It turns out, as discussed below, that we can eliminate the tf+ tfg background ab initio by always demanding E~~&25 2 8 GeV. In order to keep the efficiency as high as possible, we will not impose the energetic jet cuts of Eq. (4) nor the MilTin cut. Then, to be certain of probing the TeV region, we require our first level leptonic cuts, Ml1 2 300 GeV, IyZl 2 3.5 and pk 2 75 GeV. We next apply the zZZ,6p: and pFaxy5 cuts in turn. Conformity to Standard Model predictions would consist of finding that S is negligible at all cut levels, i.e. that the event rate decreases according to the predictions for B+g-exchange.
Any deviation from SM expectations would most likely appear as a deviation upon imposition of the pFuY5 cut.
In more detail, the predictions are the following. As stated above, we will not impose either the cuts of Eq. (4) or the Ml? cut, but will impose the isolation cut from the beginning. It turns out that the (non-parenthetical) B, and g-exchange cross sections in the first two rows of Table 1 are essentially unaltered by the addition of the isolation cut, whereas the sum of the tf and tfg cross sections is s 1 fb and 0.2 fb for the first two rows, respectively. (The results for B, g-exchange and tf, tfg after the isolation cut and after imposing the rll,bpF and ~7"'~ cuts are already given in the last row of Table 1 .) From these results, it is apparent that at all cut levels the t&induced backgrounds are negligible compared to B + gexchange once E~~=o.25 5 8 GeV is required. In terms of the number of Z+Z+ events per L = 10 fb-' SSC year, for small rndo we would predict 60, 28 and 4.1 as we sequentially imposed a) the Mll, Iyll,p$, b) the zll,bpF, and c) the pFaxj5 cuts, respectively.
This makes it clear that with perhaps L = 40 fb-' we could fully test the SM expectations for the Z+Z+ signal by comparing to the predictions for all three cut levels.
As a fourth, and very important observation, it should be emphasized that the procedures discussed here for enhancing signal over background in the W+W+ like-sign dilepton channel are almost certainly equally powerful for isolating the longitudinal-longitudinal signal in the purely leptonic final state modes of the resonating channels, W+W-and 22, not to mention the W*Z non-resonating channels.
First, we note that the pFaXY5 cut, along with the lepton cuts, will be just as effective in eliminating the transverse polarization mode++ W+W-,ZZ, W*Z b ac k grounds as in the W+W+ case studied here. Thus, since the pFaxj5 cut is highly efficient for the longitudinal mode signal of interest, one should certainly employ it for all these channels. There are, however, two important differences between the W+W-, 22, W*Z cases and the W+W+ channel discussed here. We outline these in turn below, explaining why our Mzin cut procedure remains highly effective.
The first distinction is that there are qq,gg + W+W-, 22, W*Z backgrounds for these other channels. Since at the lowest order in cr, at which these latter processes occur there is no extra jet in the final state, the pyus5 cut will not help to eliminate such backgrounds.
However, the My cut, which according to our study retains a large portion of the signal, and further suppresses the transverse mode backgrounds, will be highly effective in eliminating the qq, sg + W+ W-, 22 backgrounds.
Simply tagging a jet in order to construct MzIn already implies that these backgrounds must be computed at a higher order in cyI, and will be strongly suppressed by such a tag. Further, we would anticipate that the typical MJp value obtained at such higher order would not be large enough to pass the MJp > 200 GeV cut.
The second important difference concerns the t&induced backgrounds. These are negligible for the 22 and W*Z cases, where a tight constraint on the mass of the Z+Z-pair from one or both Z's can be imposed. In contrast, the tf backgrounds are big for the W+W-channel. However, once again, the Mjyin cut will be a very powerful means of eliminating these backgrounds. Since the opposite-sign leptons of interest from the t decays are energetic primary ones from the W decay products of the t's, they will almost certainly combine with the b jets to yield MfFin < mt, even after jet energy smearing and coalescence. And, we have seen that the extra gluon in the tig final state does not create a significant tail with M$" > mt.
(Of course, we should note that an isolation cut is not effective in eliminating the tf induced backgrounds for this channel; nor is at all useful for eliminating the qij + W+W-, 22, W*Z processes.) Overall, it seems clear that the lepton, antita!%ing pT ma@ and Mj';in cuts employed here for our W+W+ study are very likely to yield viable signals for the purely leptonic modes of the W+W-, 22 and W*Z channels, for a SM Higgs with mass in the 1 TeV range.
Finally, we note that the Standard Model rndo = 1 TeV event rates found in our study are significantly smaller than would be obtained in many of the more general models of a strongly-interacting vector boson sector!16' For L = 10 fb-', the signal rates predicted by such models would generally be highly visible after either of our cut sequences. In particular, it seems relatively certain that the efficiency Of the PT max'5 cut for the signal cross sections in these other models, although not necessarily exactly the same as that found in the case of the SM Higgs signal, would still be very high. Thus, our results lead to considerable optimism that the scattering of longitudinally polarized W+'s and W-'s will be detectable at the SSC via the observation of like-sign dilepton pairs.
